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Sometimes students find it challenging to begin writing when staring at 
a blank piece of paper. These writing prompts are a way for students to 
start the writing process in a structured way. 

The writing prompts in this pack include a specific phonics sound. Each 
prompt provides a list of single-syllable and multisyllabic words with the 
phoneme focus of /oo/. The words contain the spellings: oo, ew, ue, 
u-e, o, ou, u. The following page provides a list of all the words used in 
the prompts. 

Students are required to incorporate the words provided on the prompt 
in their writing. Not only does the word bank help students with phonics 
and spelling, but it also helps to provide ideas for writing.

The writing prompts incorporate various text forms to allow students to 
practice writing in different ways. The following table summarizes the 
text forms used.

Writing to:

Entertain Instruct Persuade Recount Socialize

• Mini-book

• Comic

• Character 

profile

• Acrostic 

poem

• Recipe

• Instructions 

for a game

• For/against 

Pluto being 

a planet

• Diary entry

• Postcard

• Email
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Words Used

www.topnotchteaching.com

Phoneme focuse: /oo/

Spellings: oo, ew, ue, u-e, o, ou, u

Single Syllable Words Multisyllabic Words

blew loop Andrew loosen

blue lose approve mildew

boom Luke balloons moody

boost moon bamboo mushroom

booth move bluebird noodles

chew noon cashew Pluto

clue prove coupon pollute

crew roof crusade poodle

drew rude dilute rooster

droop rule doing ruby

flew scoop droopy ruler

flu soup exclude salute

flute spoon fluid screwdriver

food Sue gluing shampoo

gloom threw hula spooky

glue tooth igloo super

grew truth include today

group wound judo tomorrow

hoop you July toucan

June zoom Lewis unglue

The following table lists all the words used in the writing prompts.
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Name:       

Design a comic strip about a rooster

Copyright © Top Notch Teaching

Use the template below to design your comic strip.

Words to include in your comic strip:
rooster bluebird chew gloom

crew flu cashew moody
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Include a picture of your finished soup.

Words to include in your recipe:
noodles spoon dilute scoop

soup mushroom food exclude

Write a recipe for soup
Name:       
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Recipe:        

Utensils Ingredients

Steps:
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Issue: Pluto used to be called a planet, but now it is not a planet. 
Write down reasons for and against the issue.

Words to include in your argument:

For or against Pluto being a planet
Name:       
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For Against

Pluto approve boost include
prove tomorrow grew clue
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Name:       

Write a diary entry

Copyright © Top Notch Teaching

You are a zoo keeper. Use the template below to write a 
diary entry for a day in your life.

Words to include in your diary entry:
shampoo bamboo mildew toucan

flew tooth group wound
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Name: 

Send a postcard
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You’ve gone on a vacation to Alaska. Write a postcard to your 
friend explaining what you have been doing on your vacation.

Words to include in your postcard:
igloo noon booth today

roof balloons July threw
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